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Astrophysics learning from the 
detection of Gravitational Waves 

• It was often said that the detection of gravitational 
waves would open a surprising new window on the 
Universe. 

• Well, it was more surprising than expected. 

• I will illustrate the latest events found in the data so 
far, give you a glimpse of the strange things that we 
see through that window, and attempt an early 
summary of astrophysical implications 

• Including new challenges to nuclear physics 

• The first and second lecture will be on GW detection 
generalities 

– What are and what emits GW, and what are the links to 
Nuclear physics 

– What are the challenges of detecting GW and how did we 
address them 

• John Veitch will present what we learned and the 
challenges on Astrophysics and Nuclear physics 

• Joshua Neilson (PhD student) will tell how we ara 
improving mirrors to expand the detection limit 
towards the end of the Universe 



The sun, seems so immutable! 
In reality boils and roils like a pot of stew,  

(here far-UV and UV views of our Sun) 
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• The big bang filled the Universe 

 with hydrogen 

• Stars are large Gas Bags, pulled 

 together by gravity 

• They burn hydrogen in to helium to generate heat and light.   

• The heat keeps the Stars from collapsing 

• When all hydrogen is burnt out, Helium is burned into heavier 
nuclei all the way to iron, then burning stops 

• Eventually the star iron core collapses and  

 the outer shell explodes in a Super Nova 

• Matter is spread around to form new star 

 systems and planets like our own 

• The spent cores are left behind 

Half nuclear story of the Universe 
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 SuperNova 

 Explosions 

Some of the most 

powerful and spectacular 

shows of nature  
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Big bang produced these elements:  

Star/supernova produced these elements:  

Who produced the other elements:  



The spent cores left behind: 

• Neutron Stars and Black Holes 
 

• Perhaps much more numerous than stars 

 

• Sitting there and invisible, silent witnesses of our birth 

 

• Are they completely invisible? 
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Radio Pulsar 

Neutron Star 

Except for a few pulsars emitting radio waves 
Neutron stars, are invisible 
 
Superconductive surface traps B 

Electromagnetically collapsed 
atoms, in form of a huge neutron 
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How many neutron stars 

• The Sun lasts       10 billion years 

• A 10-20 solar mass star lasts 10 million years 

– And leave a NS behind 

• We only see  a tiny fraction 

• Many Neutron Stars are out there, invisible 

• Only the tiny fraction of pulsars pointing to us 
and still emitting are visible 

• Billions in our galaxy, more than visible stars 
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Many questions for Nuclear physics 

• What is the composition of these big nuclei? 

• What mix of gluons and quarks make them 
superconductive to become pulsars? 
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GW signal search on 220 Pulsar 

Search at 
twice the 
pulse 
frequency 
 
No signal! 
 
Only 
upper 
limits 
 



Limits on ellipticity 

Millisecond pulsars spun 
up by accretion from 
companion star 



From the lack of GW signal  
from known neutron stars 

• Neutron Star ellipticity less than  2 10-9  

• A NS is about ~12 km (1.2 107 mm) in diameter. 

• The biggest mountain will be <20µm  ! !  

• NSs are pretty spherical !! 

 

 

• Yet in pulsars we observe frequency glitches, that 
means that the outer crust is stiff and as the star 
cools cracks and shrinks! 

 



Many questions for Nuclear physics 

• What is the composition of these big nuclei? 

• What mix of gluons and quarks that make 
them superconductive? 

• What mix of gluons and quarks that allows 
them to be round to <20 µm and still have a 
crust rigid enough to make starquakes? 
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Neutron Star resonances 

• Neutron stars are elastic spheres with 
resonant frequencies 

• Accelerating orbit sweep the resonance 

• Orbit decay first accelerate then slow 

• Modify the GW emission shape 

• With sufficient sensitivity we can measure the 
resonances and make neutron star 
tomography 



Future Nuclear physics information  
from inspiral GW signals 

• The GW signal carries a lot of nuclear matter information 

• The low frequency contains information on masses, spins,    
orbital orientation 

• Above 600 Hz the deviation from BBH signal contains information 
on tidal deformability of the NSs and their  equation of state 

• The e.m. observation gives details of the neutron-nuclei accretion 
and transmutation from neutron-nuclei to stable nuclei 

• The ringdown after merger gives information on the nuclear 
stiffness that delays (or not) the collapse into a black hole 
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Many questions for Nuclear physics 

• What is the composition of these big nuclei? 

• What mix of gluons and quarks that make them superconductive? 

• What mix of gluons and quarks that allows them to be round to 20 µm and 
still have a crust rigid enough to make starquakes? 

• What mix of gluons and quarks yields the 
elastic properties we will measure? 
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Precision Nuclear physics information 

8.3 10-5 

8.3 10-4 

 

8 % 
 

1% 
 

13.5% 
 
 
 
 

 
  
 
11% 
 
50% 
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Precision measurements 

• GW arrive 2 s ahead of Gammas after    
 a  100 Myears travel  1/1015 
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Between 0.1% and 10% of Neutron Star mass is 
ejected, depending on initial spins of progenitors 



r-Process Lanthanide Production and Heating 
Rates in Kilonovae, Jonas Lippuner and Luke F. 
Roberts 
The Astrophysical Journal 815, 18 (2015) 

http://adsabs.harvard.edu/abs/2015ApJ...815...82L
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• Unique particle accelerator facility 
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 Where and how were the heavy elements made in the universe? 

 Where does the periodic table of elements end? 

 

Giubellino‘s Questions about the Universe … 

Giubellino 



Major GSI Discoveries 

• New chemical elements 
• Hundreds of new isotopes 
• New decay modes 
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Isotopes 
discovered            
at GSI and FAIR 

Giubellino 



Many questions for Nuclear physics 

• What is the composition of these big nuclei? 

• What mix of gluons and quarks that make them superconductive? 

• What mix of gluons and quarks that allows them to be round to 20 µm and 
still have a crust rigid enough to make starquakes? 

• What mix of gluons and quarks that yield the elastic properties we will 
measure? 

• What is the mix of gluons and quarks that 
shreds that way, ejecting neutron matter at 
2/3 the speed of light, then cluster in large 
nuclei that decay in heavy metals? 
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Credit: ESO/E. Pian et al./S. Smartt & ePESSTO/L. Calçada 26 

• Observed 
light 
emission 
evolution 



1                  2                        1                 2 
               Wavelength (µm) 

• Kilonova models compared 
with the measured spectra 

From: Spectroscopic identification of r-process 
nucleosynthesis in a double neutron-star merger 
E. Pian,  NATURE. Vol. 551. 2 November 2017, p67 

Measured spectra 
 
30% of protons 
25% of protons 
10-40% of protons 
Blend of simulations 
 

Much depends on the 
amount of protons 
initially present in the 
Neutron Star 

lantanides 



Many questions for Nuclear physics 

• This observation started 10 hours after 
inspiral, Once we will be happy to trigger 
earlier,  

• Can you predict the emission curve of 
hadronizing and cooling nuclei from gammas, 
to X-ray, to visible, to IR, and neutrinos? 
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• How Alice, RHIC and other heavy ion collider 
studies will help understanding the huge jets 
of neutrons ejected in NS inspirals at 2/3 c 
slowly climbing out of the gravity well and the 
hadronization process into heavy metals?  
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Many questions for Nuclear physics 



• Can you tell, when two NS merge, if do they 
immediately farm a BH or a different state 
resist the total collapse? 
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Many questions for Nuclear physics 



How many  ns-ns merger rates 

• Estimations range between  

 

• Depending on model 

• Assuming a radius of the universe ~15 Gly, i.e. ~ 5Gpc  

• Volume of the Universe ~ 125 * 4 = 625 Gpc3 

• Estimate event rate: 

• 400,000 to 750,000 events/year  

• 1,000 to 2,000 events/day      ~ 1/minute 

R= 662
-565

+1609Gpc-3y-1    to    R=1210
-1040

+3230Gpc-3y-1
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Black Holes 
• Are much tougher 

 

They are heavier 

Smaller and 

darker ! ! 

 

they simply bend  

Space-Time 
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• All we get from them  

 is some x-rays  

 emitted by 

 matter falling into 

 the hole 

• If they happen to 

cross a cloud! 

• Or some 

gravitational lensing 
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Many questions for physics 

• What GW signal may show new gravitation 
physics? 

• Astrid’s BH self shielding 

• Other deviations from GR? 
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How do we extract the interesting 
signals from the GW signal 

• Calculate GW signal in successive steps of 
post-Newtonian expansion (General Relativity) 

 

 

 

 

• Similar to Nuclear physics we compare 
simulations with signals 
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PNn – signal = 
Neutron mass resonance 
Deviation from GR 
Shredding evolution 
??? 

1, 2, 3, … 

Input:  orbital parameters, Spins, Composition 



How to find the signal 
compare with a bank of templates 
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M1 = 36+5
-4M⊙   M2 = 29+4

-4M⊙ 

        =>  Mf = 62+4
-4M⊙ 



Extracting the signal 



Comparing detected waveforms 
Detector sensitivity starting at 30 Hz 

 
M = 36 + 29 M⊙   = 62 M⊙    r3 M⊙ 
 

 
M = 15 + 23 M⊙ 
 
M = 14.2 + 7.5 M⊙  = 20.8 M⊙  r0.9 M⊙ 
 
M = 31.2 + 19.04 M⊙  = 48.7 M⊙ r1.54 M⊙ 
 
M = 30.5 + 25.3 M⊙  = 53.2 M⊙ r2.6 M⊙ 
 
 
M = 1.48 + 1.26 M⊙  = 2.73 M⊙ r0.01 M⊙ 

fplunge =
16kHz

MBH / Msun

GW170608      M = 12 + 7 M⊙   = 18M⊙   r0.69M⊙ 



How many BH-BH merger rates 

• Estimations rate from detected events  

 

 

• Assuming a radius of the universe ~15 Gly, i.e. ~ 
5Gpc  

• Volume of the Universe ~ 125 * 4 = 625 Gpc3 

• Estimate event rate: 

• 36,000 events/year  

• 100 events/day      ~ 4  events/hour 

R= 57
-29

+47Gpc-3y-1
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The music of stars 

Why are we interested in 

Gravitational Waves because 

• They are the only 

other way to study 

• Black Holes and 

Neutron Stars,  

• GW do not detect 

matter ! ! 

• Emitted only by 

Movement of 

matter 

• Their dynamics 
41 



Einstein’s Theory of Gravity 
1915 

Space and Time are unified 
in a four dimensional 

spacetime 

Light bending during solar eclipse 

of 1919 by Sir Arthur Eddington 

Matter tells space how to curve, space tells matter how to move. 
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Einstein Predicted Gravitational 
Waves in 1916 

 

• 1st publication indicating the existence of 
gravitational waves by Einstein in 1916 

• Predicted that they would be undetectable 
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Gravitational waves 

Tidal Distortion of space-time 

 Wave travelling at the  

    speed of light 

The area does  

not  Change 

Space-Time is ~ incompressible 
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First observation of emission of GW 
• Observation of the orbital 

period of PSR J1915+1606 
a binary system of neutron 
stars showed that they’re 
falling into each other as 
predicted by general 
relativity;  

• 1993 Nobel prize 

Hulse, Taylor  

Mass About 1.4 times the sun 
each 

Orbital period 7.75 hours 

Distance 750,000 – 1,950,,000 km 

Decrease of 
orbital period 

76.5 microseconds / year 

Time to merger 300 million years  
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• Neutron Stars binaries emit GW 

• Eventually they will inspiral  

• Orbiting at higher and higher frequency 

• With higher and higher amplitude 

• At higher frequency and higher amplitude we 
can try to catch the final twist and detect 
formation of a BH from a NS binary inspiral 
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GW are quadrupolar waves 
can be detected with a Michelson 
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The principle of 

gravitational wave detection 

Laser 

Interference 

of light 
Beam splitter 

Mirror  
Mirror  
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Why Gravitational Wave Detectors were 
designed to detect NS-NS inspirals 

• NS are the remnants of Supernovae core 
collapse and explosions seeding the galactic 
gas with light “metals” (till iron) 

• There are many more NS in the galaxy than 
visible stars 

• Hulse Taylor binary,  
 and 3 more systems  

show that they will inspiral 

• Guaranteed signal 
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Why Einstein predicted that we 

will never be able to detect them 

• Signal amplitude from 

a binary NS inspiral  

 at 20 Mpc  

•  h = 10-21 

AIP Emilio Segrè Visual Archives 

Dx = 10-18 m over 1 km 
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How Small is 10-18 Meter? 

Wavelength of light ~ 1 micron 100¸

One meter ~ 40 inches 

Human hair ~ 100 microns 000,10¸

LIGO sensitivity 10-18 m 000,1¸

Nuclear diameter 10-15 m 000,100¸

Atomic diameter 10-10 m 000,10¸ Level of Seismic  Motion 

one Million Million times 

larger than Grav Waves Level of Electron Thermal  Motion 

ten Million times 

larger than Grav Waves 
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Was Einstein stupid? 

• Super Stabilized Lasers producing MW coherent light did not exist 
– Needed to measure 10-18 m 

• Dielectric coatings did not exist 
– To sustain the MW laser light necessary for the 10-18 m precision 

– And do that with a thermal noise <10-18 m 

• Seismic isolation did not exist 
– To isolate the test masses by a million-million times to 10-18 m 

• Ultra High Vacuum did not exist 

• Controls did not exist 

• And he was a theorist! 
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Why do we need  

a MW of coherent light 
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How much sensitivity? 

• ¼ wavelength (250 nm) movement switches light on 

and off in a Michelson 

• It is a probabilistic measurement,  

– 1 photon measure with 250 nm precision 

– 4 photons are needed for 125 nm precision 

– 16 photons are needed for 62.5 nm precision 

– 64 … 

• GW waves will induce 10-18 m movements, n-nm 

• To detect this small signal one needs  

~1 MW of standing laser light on the mirror 

• Shot noise 54 



And then there is  

radiation pressure noise 
• Radiation pressure grows with power  

• It is a limitation at low frequency 

• Can be reduced with heavy test 

masses 

p = n
hn

c

s
p

= n
hn

c

s
p
( f ) »

n

f

hn

c

Phonon momentum 

Momentum fluctuation 
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How do you get 

a MW of coherent light 

56 
Ron Drever 



How to get a MW of standing light power 

200 W  

laser 

1000 x  

Fabry Perot 

bottling 

50 x 

Power recycling 

bottling 

One MW 

of standing 

Laser power 

on test masses 
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Present status 
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How do you stabilize  

a MW of coherent light 

• The Michelson symmetric port measures the 
difference of the arm length, measuring GW 

• The anti-symmetric port measures the mean 
cavity length 

• The Cavity mirrors are quiet to 10-18 m 

• The laser and mode cleaner cavities are locked 
to the Michelson’s anti-symmetric port 
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Ron Drever 



Job opportunity 

• Time resolved interferometry was invented to 
detect GW in LISA 

• RicLab repackaged the idea to make position 
sensors for domotics 

 

• Make money by selling  GW technology to 
Facebook to develop position sensors for 
computers 
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How do you hold 1 MW  

of laser power on a mirror? 

 

Dielectric coatings do not melt 
But coating mechanical dissipation is high  
Their thermal noise dominates the mirror thermal noise 

Silica 

Tantala 

Silica 

Silica 

Tantala 
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How can we measure 10-18 m precision reflecting 

on a pot of boiling and roiling electrons!   

Mirror thermal noise 

• The answer is the Avogadro’s number 

• Average over many electrons  

  => a quiet signal 

 

Yet thermal noise still limit the resolution  
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What is thermal noise 
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Yuri Levin’s Expression  
For Coating Brownian Noise 

 

find coatings and coating 
methods with the highest 

possible Quality factor 
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Yuri Levin’s genial Expression  
For Coating Brownian Noise 

• Develop the mirror deformation in an orthogonal base  

• Use a first term equal to the interrogating beam profile  

• Calculate the mechanical deformation due to a pressure 
profile equal to the beam profile 

• Calculate the elastic energy and from the material loss 
parameters the loss per cycle 

• Divide by the pressure and multiply by KBT to 

get the loss and kickback force from the thermal bath  =Beam profile 
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Minimizing thermal noise 

• Average over larger number of electrons 

– Larger beam spots 

– Larger mirrors 

– Non Gaussian beam profiles 

 

• Reduce mechanical losses in mirrors 

– Better materials 

– Better structures 
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Minimizing thermal noise 

• Limitation from coating thermal noise 

• Actually, from the high-n layers 

•  => optimized coatings 

•  => nano-layered meta-materials 

 

• Josh Neilson is doing 

This in Sannio! 

Talk later 
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Job opportunity 

• RicLab helps Magaldi SRL develop mirrors for solar 
power plants using know-how developed for GW 
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Job opportunity 

• RicLab may apply extreme mirror technologies 
developed for GW detection for better directed 
energy weapons 
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Seismic Isolation 

•  1 million million times 

 seismic isolation  

  needed to eliminate  

 the ground vibrations  

 

• so that the vibrations coming from the stars are 
not overwhelmed by the ground ones 

 

• How do we do that? 
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Seismic attenuation filters 

• All harmonic oscillators 

 

 
H (w ) =

w0

2

(w0 - w )2

1 / w 2

w /w0
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Seismic attenuation filters 

• Tuning the resonant frequency 

 

 

1 / w 2

w /w0

Lowering the  

resonant  

Frequency 

Produces  

attenuation  

at lower  

Frequency 
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Vertical spring and wire attenuation 

• Seismic attenuation filters 

are chained 

• Attenuation power is 

multiplied 

• 103 x 103 x 103 x . . . . 

• Million million vibration 

attenuation is possible 
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• TAMA-SAS 

• Small, can be shown in a photo 

 

 

Seismic Isolator chains    
TAMA in Japan 
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The GAS spring, key component,  

 its working principle 

Heavy load hanging 

From this wire 
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• Will this spring work to attenuate vibrations? 

 

 

• How do we know that they work? 

 

• Shake and see 
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100 Kg of mass  

Hanging from this wire 

Filter shaking mechanism 
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Job opportunity 

• RicLab helps Montana instruments develop 
seismic attenuation for cryogenic research 
platforms 
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Seismic attenuation 

• Easy to make springs and pendulums to   

 ~< 0.5 Hz 

• Attenuate efficiently down to 10 Hz 

• Then three kinds of problems kick in: 

– Thermal noise 

– Dislocation Self Organized Criticality 

– Newtonian noise 
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What is suspension thermal noise 
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Newtonian noise 

• Seismic waves change 
density and position   
 of rock around suspended 
test masses 

• Result? 

• Fluctuating gravitational 
acceleration g  

• Stronger than GW   
 below 10 Hz  

F
G

=
GM

r 2
m
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The Detection Noise budget 
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•   
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CE: A phased approach

LIGO-G1900969-v1

Reaching deeper in Universe 



The Detectors 

• Four detectors are active 

– LIGO Livingston 

–Virgo Pisa 

– LIGO Hanford 

–Geo Hannover 
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Vacuum tubes 

Virgo, Cascina Vacuum tubes 
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Vacuum Chambers 

 

Livingston LIGO vacuum Chambers 87 



• Once built, it takes years to 

tune up these machines 
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And here is the promised sensitivity! 

LIGO sensitivity 
Spring 2005 

   The size of a 

<        Proton      > 
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Directionality 

A single observatory is not enough! 

 

• As you need two ears at the ends of your head  

 to hear where a sound comes from 

 

• We need at least three observatories   

 to triangulate the position of the Stars 

 

• These are the reasons for a  

 World Wide Network 
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Detecting the direction of GW 

Directionality 

from time delays 
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The world network 
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LIGO Livingston  
Sensitivity Progression 
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initial LIGO 

advanced LIGO 

seismic, control, 

charge in TM, etc 

 



• Then, we will build Underground Observatories   to 
extend sensitivity to lower frequencies    

 give directionality before e.m. event  

 and detect larger Black Holes 

• Finally, it will be necessary to build    

 Space Interferometers (LISA) to observe  much 

  lower frequencies and supermassive Black Holes 
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We are following the path opened by 

Galileo Galilei 

We are proving Einstein right and wrong 

Prove him right, that GW exist 

Prove him wrong, that they cannot be detected  
 

 and we do all of this with machines of which 
Leonardo da Vinci would have been proud of ! 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

AIP Emilio Segrè 

Visual Archives 
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Thank you for your attention 
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